
THE HISTORY

A new non-alcoholic wine from Torres, offering a taste 
of the Mediterranean to those looking for a high-quality, 
healthier and flavorful alternative to standard wine.

The Torres Group was founded in the 1950s by Miguel 
Torres Carbó, who ended up building what turned out to 
be an empire in authentic and delicious Spanish wine. 

“We’re balance seekers, travelers, lovers and lifelong 
learners. We have a passion for tradition, but we’re not 
afraid to break the rules. We believe every moment we 
spend together is worth celebrating.” With that in mind, 
the Torres group has introduced a non-alcoholic line 
that’s already getting rave reviews from people who 
want to enjoy a glass – without any of the guilt. 

Ohla! aims to capture the spirit of the Mediterranean 
way of life – being open to meaningful conversation, 
experiencing the moment, making genuine connections 
and great memories, and savoring the little things in life.

THE TERROIR
Catalunya is situated at the very northeast of Spain, 
right at the border of southern France. The climate is 
Mediterranean and continental.Some of the regions 
where grapes are harvested include Penedès, Terra Alta, 
Priorat, and Costers del Segre.

DE-ALCOHOLIZED WHITE WINE: 100% 
Muscat. Fermented n stainless steel tanks at a 
controlled temperature of 57.2-60.8 °F (14-16 
°C). Fermentation lasts 14 days. The process 
of de-alcoholization involves a a spinning 
cone. The centrifugal force preserves the 
wine’s distinct flavors and aromas. Pale yellow 
in color. Delicate floral (orange blossom) and 
fruit (Renette apple) aromas. Soft and lightly 
effervescent on the palate with an exquisite 
citrusy finish (quince).E xcellent as an aperitif. 

DE-ALCOHOLIZED ROSE’ WINE: Made from 
Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon. Fermented 
in stainless steel tanks at a controlled 
temperature of 60.8-64.4 °F (16-18 °C). After 
24 hours maceration, fermentation lasts 
15-20 days. The process of de-alcoholization 
involves a spinning cone. The centrifugal 
force preserves the wine’s distinct flavors and 
aromas. Raspberry color with soft coppery 
highlights, delicate fruit aromas of cherry 
jam and light hints of coffee. Smooth, fresh, 
and luscious on the palate, with undertones 
reminiscent of sour candy.
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Owner: 
Familia Torres
Winemaker: 
Familia Torres
Established: 
2022
Region: 
DO Catalunya
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